




Powerful Inside 
Performance
IQTouch TB1100 Pro adopts the updated Android 11.0 version 

with 4K intuitive interface and 8G RAM+128G ROM ensures 

extremely stable and powerful system. Smoothly run and switch 

among multiple applications, greatly improve the efficiency of a 

meeting room.

8G RAM
128G ROM Android 11.0 



Advanced Audiovisual
Performance

Built in 4K AI Camera with voice tracking and auto framing, 

precisely positioning and automatically switching focus 

between the different speakers in video conference.

4K AI Camera

Seamlessly integrating 8 microphone arrays embrace 

Acoustic Echo Cancellation (AEC) technology and support 

the ideal voice pickup range of up to 6 meters. 

8 Array Mic



Write “Infinity” on AI Whiteboard
IQTouch TB1100 Pro brings you the built-in 4K AI whiteboard with endless possibility. More intelligent functions like handwriting, shape 

recognition, split screen mode and smart table are offered to improve the presentation in every way.



High Speed Network

Dual-band WiFi module design makes it possible to 

simultaneously access the Internet and realize screen casting 

without interference. Empowered WiFi 6E and 1000M LAN to 

guarantee ultra-high network speed. Online 4K video can be 

played smoothly without latency.

Dual-Band / WiFi 6E / Up to 1000M LAN



4K BYOD and BYOM
The amazing screen sharing tool. As a natural extension of BYOD, BYOM allows you to wirelessly access the camera and microphone of 

TB1100 Pro and start the video conference with your preferred UC platform.

Share multiple mobile devices to the large screen 
with up to 9-split screen.

Allow the remote colleagues to
cast their personal files by web browser.

Group share the same content to multiple displays 
in one meeting room.



Multi-Window, 
Multi-Tasking
Free from the inconvenience of applications switching. 

Easily operate multiple tasks on flexible windows with 2 

or 4 split screens at the same time, increasing the 

utilization of a large screen, and greatly improving the 

meeting productivity.



Full Function Plug&Play USB-C
A single cable solution for interactive touch panel realizes two-way touch control, LAN share, 15W fast charging, audio and 4K@60fps video 

transmission with the interactive display. Compatible with multiple mobile devices such as laptops, tablets, and smartphones, instantly start 

your presentation in a stress-free way. 



HDMI OUT for
Extended Screen
Dual screen solution enables simultaneously delivering 

the 4K@60fps image and sound from the interactive 

display to the extended screen. It is ideal for the larger 

space of the classroom or conference room to maximize 

the visibility.



Continuous Annotation
on Any Source
Switch freely among different input sources while making direct 

annotations and save the multi-source annotation pages under 

Android. Scan the QR code to easily share meeting records.



Infrared Ultra Fine Touch 
Screen

TB1100 Pro is designed with fully upgraded zero+ 

bonding and Infrared Ultra Fine (IUF) technology that 

empowers the screen high-level image quality, interactive 

view, instant response and high precision, revitalizing 

more vivid visual experience and natural writing. With the 

collaborative Windows Ink that supports writing on MS 

Office documents, saving annotations in files and share, 

you will never lose a thought.

Zero+ Bonding / Infrared Ultra Fine Tech / Windows Ink



The smart assistance 
for your presentation

Color Switch

Annotation

Screenshot

Digital Laser Pointer

Wireless Presenter

Play&Pause Video

Blackboard

Spotlight

Thick&Thin Pen

Magnifier

 Soulmates for IQTouch-IQ SmartPen 



Pre-install IQ KitsMemos whiteboard software and 

JoinMemos collaboration meeting software with 

activated license.

Chipset
Intel

CPU
Intel®Core i7, 10th Gen

Memory
8GB

SSD
512GB

Use your familiar 
Windows 10 on the 
IFP

Soulmates for IQTouch - OPS 



*USB & HDMI button available for choice

Share your screen 
with a click of a 
button

Soulmates for IQTouch - IQShare Button C3 Pro

Type-C button for 4K 
wireless casting

No network
requirement

Driver free BYOM



Enjoy the immersive 
sound effect

Soulmates for IQTouch - IQSound SA200

80W output Bluetooth 5.0

4*full-range speakers 
2*tweeters

Wired and wireless 
connection



More around your IFP 
freely for flexible use

Soulmates for IQTouch - Mobile Stands

Suitable for 55''-86''




